The U.S. wind industry supports over 100,000 high-paying jobs spread across all 50 states, many at more than 500 factories that build wind-related parts. But the recent U.S. China tariff war will eliminate nearly a quarter of those jobs.

Recent tariffs levied by the administration will have a harmful effect on the U.S. wind industry. These tariffs on Chinese parts and steel and aluminum products overwhelmingly impact U.S. manufacturers, creating millions in unforeseen costs that could endanger up to a quarter of future U.S. wind projects. Those lost projects will create a ripple effect of lost jobs throughout the wind industry, from factory workers to farmers to truck drivers nationwide.

21,000 Wind-Industry Jobs are at Risk Nationwide

Who Pays the Price for China Tariffs?

1. **U.S. Manufacturers:** Thousands of domestic manufacturing jobs will be at risk as demand drops for American-made wind components.

2. **U.S. Farmers and Ranchers:** Landowners count on wind turbine land-lease payments to help make ends meet. These tariffs represent a double hit on farmers, who are already suffering from tariffs on agricultural products.

3. **Truck Drivers and Transportation Workers:** One wind manufacturer alone will generate tens of thousands of equipment movements next year shipping wind turbine blades and other equipment where they need to go.

The U.S. wind industry is currently one of the fastest growing industries, with some of the fastest growing jobs nationwide. Don’t let the U.S. China tariffs put it out of business. Help ensure manufacturers, farmers and other workers in your state don’t pay the price for China tariffs by asking the Administration to exempt critical wind products from this fight.